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Abstract: In making an “on-line” diaggnosis on turrned
surfaces, wass used matheematical modeeling in orderr to
establish the regression funnctions showinng the relationnship
r
and the thermoelecctric current, more
m
between the roughness
precisely, bettween intensityy of thermoeleectric current and
roughness or between rougghness and vooltage. This paaper
presents mathhematical modeels able to evaaluate the surfa
faces
quality by meeasuring the theermoelectric cuurrent appeareed in
the cutting areea, in turning, using
u
regressionn techniques.
Key words: mathematicaal model, surface roughhness,
thermoelectricc current, regreession functionss

1. INTRODU
UCTION
The meassurement of surrface state evalluates the defeccts of
surface inevitaably generated during the mannufacture of parrts. A
good knowleddge of these defects
d
allows manufacturingg the
parts with thhe precision annd quality reqquired, in the best
economic conditions.
effect
or
thermoelectricity
The
thhermoelectric
encompasses three separatelly identified effects: the Seeebeck
P
effect and the Thoomson effect. The
effect, the Peltier
thermoelectricc effect is the direct converssion of temperrature
differences froom the cuttingg area to electrric voltage. Wee can
make an annalogy between the phenom
mena appeared in
thermocouple and what happens during the cutting
c
process.
In literatuure there are stuudies showing the influence of
o the
cutting regimee on thermoeleectric current. Novelty
N
broughht by
this work reprresents the mathhematical modeeling of dependdence
between rougghness and the
t
thermoelecctric current. The
thermoelectricc current can easily be meeasured duringg the
cutting processs on conventiional machine tools, enablingg the
assessment off roughness in real time and identify the caauses
that lead to lower
l
quality areas
a
turned, inn order to take the
necessary meaasures.
For asseessing roughnness by indirrect methods, the
relationships between roughhness and volttage or intensitty of
d
using specific soft
ftware
thermoelectricc current were determined,
for processingg experimental data. The methhods used weree: the
direct methodd for measureement by conttact of the suurface
roughness, before
b
and after processsing and naatural
thermocouple method for measuring
m
voltaage and intensiity of
thermoelectricc current. Furthher research will lead to autom
mation
of taken over data,
d
by buildinng a data acquissition unit.

XPERIMENT
T
2. DESIGN OF THE EX
We measuure the values of voltage andd the thermoeleectric
current intenssity in turning of 42MoCr11 alloy, thanks to a
modified cuttting regime. We
W didn’t quanntify the vibraations
effect on the experimental
e
stuudies carried ouut and we also didn’t
d
use cooling liquid (dry cuttting). Experim
mental investigaations
were conducteed on cylindriccal surfaces, seeparated by goorges.
The work piecce of 42MoCr11 alloy has 52 mm
m in diameteer and
310 mm lengthh.

Fig. 1. The configuuration and the ddimensions of the
t work piece
In
I order to meaasure accuratelyy the thermoeleectric current inn
turniing was adjusted the centerinng peak of the work piece byy
consstructing a colleector with copper brushes.
The processingg was performeed on a conven
ntional machinee
tool,, with changeaable tool insertss – TNMG 22
2 04 08 – P15,,
chossen by CoroGuiide and CoroKeey - PC program
ms (α = 7º ; γ =
6º ; κr = 93º ; κr = 27º
2 ; λs = -6˚; rε = 0,8 mm).
To
T measure vooltage U or inntensity of the thermoelectricc
curreent I, was used a professional digital multimeeter Metrix MX
X
54. The
T roughness of the processeed surface was measured
m
usingg
a Diiavite –11 rugossimeter.

3. RESULTS
R
AN
NALYSIS
D
the form of regresssion functionss
3.1 Determine
Regression
R
is thhe technique off processing exp
perimental dataa
to obtain
o
quantitative relationsships between a dependentt
variaable y and one or more indepeendent variabless x1, x2, ..., xn,,
such
h that y = f (x1, x2, ..., xn).
Functions
F
werre establishedd basing on experimentall
meaasurement of thee output variablles that are corrrelated with thee
inpu
uts into the proccess by geometrric regression.
In
I accordance with
w literature recommendatio
ons (Liteanu &
Rîcăă, 1985; Darw
wish,. 1997; P
Puertas & Pereez, 2003), thee
geneeral form of regression functiions in turning process, whenn
stud
dying the influeence of three iindependent vaariables on thee
depeendent variable, may be a funcction of the follo
owing form:
k

y = β0 ⋅

∏
j =1

xi j β j ⋅

m

∏β

j

xi j

(1)

j = k +1

Multiple
M
linearr regression is chosen for thee mathematicall
mod
deling of the intensity
i
depennding on the cutting regimee
paraameters in logarrithmic coordinates.
Intensity
I
function in logarithm
mic coordinates,, determined byy
the working
w
environnment MathCA
AD is the follow
wing:
y = b0 + b1x1 + b2x2 + b3x3 + ε

(2)

where: x1 = ln(vvc) ; x2 = ln(ff) ; x3 = ln(ap) ; ε includess
pertu
urbation variables.
In
I order to determine
d
the regression coeefficients, wass
appllied the methodd of least squarees, using the MathCAD
M
work..

With these coefficients, we obtain a function of the form (2)
and then, applying a logarithmic function, a function of the
form (1).
In this work was found the geometric regression function
with three variables (cutting speed vc, feed f and depth of cut
ap), according to relationship (1).
The experimental plan used for turning 42MoCr11 steel is
organized on two levels and contains a total of 18 experiments,
four experiments being necessary for the calculation of
systematic errors (Cîrstoiu, 2007).
3.2 „Intensity of thermoelectric current” process function
analysis
Expression of intensity function I, in logarithmic
coordinates, determined using MathCAD program is as follows:
z = 1.665 + 0.264 ⋅ x1 + 0.104 ⋅ x 2 + 0.079 ⋅ x3

(3)

where: z = lnI, x1 = lnvc ; x2 = lnf ; x3 = lnap.
By applying inverse logarithmic function relationship (3)
one gets to (4).
I = 5.286 ⋅ v c (0.264) ⋅ f

(0.104)

⋅a p

( 0.079)

[μA]

From relations (4), (6), (7), for f = 0.208 mm/rot; ap = 1.5
mm, such relations are obtained between roughness and the
thermoelectric current:
R a = 5.539 ⋅ v c ( −0.488) ⋅ f

Ra =

(0.75)

⋅a p

( 0.061)

⋅I

1.74872 ⋅ I
vc 0.488

Ra = 6.228 ⋅ vc ( −0.454) ⋅ f (0.76) ⋅ a p (0.075) ⋅U

Ra =

1.46966 ⋅ U
vc 0.454

(8)

(9)
(10)
(11)

In Figure 3 was represented in 3D roughness Ra changes
depending on the speed vc and intensity I, while the other
parameters of cutting regime are kept constant. A similar
representation of the figure 3 has Ra changes depending on the
speed vc and voltage U.

(4)

Figure 2 shows the 3D representation, using „Mathematica”
program, of the function determined by geometric regression,
while the depth of cut is constant, ap = 1.5 mm.

Fig. 3. The representation of the dependence between
roughness and intensity of thermoelectric current

4. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 2. The representation of intensity I, calculated with (4),
depending on cutting speed vc and advance f
3.3 „Voltage” process function analysis
Voltage U function in logarithmic coordinates, determined
by the working environment MathCAD is the following:
z = 1.829 + 0.23 ⋅ x1 + 0.094 ⋅ x2 + 0.065 ⋅ x3

(5)

where: z = lnU ; x1 = lnvc; x2 = lnf ; x3 = lnap .
By applying inverse logarithmic function relationship (5)
one gets (6).
U = 6.228 ⋅ v c (0.23) ⋅ f

( 0.094)

⋅ap

(0.065)

[mV]

(6)

A similar representation of the figure 2 has voltage.
3.4 Relations between roughness and termocurent
Similarly, was obtained the relationship (7) indicating the
Ra roughness parameter dependence of the cutting regime
parameters (Cîrstoiu, 2007).
R a = 29.283 ⋅ v c ( −0.224) ⋅ f

(0.854)

⋅ap

( 0.14)

[μm]

(7)

Increases of the intensity or voltage of thermoelectric
current values indicate a deterioration of surface quality,
reflected in the increasing values of roughness parameter Ra.
Therefore it is the thermoelectric current a true indicator of the
normal state of the cutting process, in terms of quality of
processed surface. Further research will have as results:
increasing speed of experimental data acquisition and accuracy
of results, by using a microcontroller, automating data
acquisition and processing, optimizing technological processes.
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